
 

 

The Solution

The Results

Allen’s Fried Chicken 
Case Study

The Challenge
Mohammad was keen to sign  
up for Peckwater Brands after 
seeing how successful it was with 
a friend of his in the industry.  
The pandemic had affected his 
sales and he was keen to use 
his extra space and capacity to 
provide additional revenue.  
He was also finding it increasingly 
difficult to stay on top of food 
trends and keep customers of all 
ages engaged. 

Mohammad launched in 2021  
with two of our chicken brands.  
For him, working with us has 
not only provided an additional 
revenue stream, but has also 
solved his problem of engaging 
with a wider audience.  
The creation of our brands 
included analysing market data 
to get ahead of trends in the food 
industry - which is reflected by 
Mohammad’s customer base 
expanding to include  
younger members. 

peckwaterbrands.com

“You guys do a great job,  
I have Seoul Chikin and Flip 

the Bird at the moment  
and for me it is perfect”

Mohammad,  
Owner

Manchester

Successful 
Orders to Date

2,743 

Sales 
to Date

£52,718
Marketplace 

Average Rating 

4.30



 

 

The Solution

The Results

Deluxe Pizza Case Study

The Challenge
Hamdi is a tech driven individual 
who knew that food delivery and 
virtual brands are the way forward 
but hadn’t seen Peckwater Brands 
in action. He was hesitant to sign 
up at the beginning because with 
only a limited amount of kitchen 
space and staff, he didn’t want 
to sign up to anything that would 
be too complicated, take up too 
much space and take away from 
his own restaurant. 

Hamdi decided to PWB was the 
best fit for his business and our 
brands are now bringing in an 
additional £20k+ per month. For 
him, the best thing about our 
service is that it really is as simple 
as we have described. Our model 
only takes up a small amount 
of space in his kitchen, as we’ve 
streamlined our menus so that 
ingredients overlap by 95%. This 
means Hamdi gets the additional 
revenue, but his main focus can 
remain his own pizzeria.

peckwaterbrands.com

“I have seen it do well here, 
I’ve seen it do well in other 

places and I think it’s a very 
smart business idea and it’s 
very simple - it doesn’t take 

up too much space and 
you’re running essentially 

numerous businesses 
out of that one location 

so you’re making full 
use of the space that  

you have”
Hamdi,  

General Manager

Manchester

Successful 
Orders to Date

11,092 

Monthly Average 
Added Revenue

£17,116
Month on 

Month Growth

12.1%



 

 

Queen’s Kitchen
Case Study

The Solution

The ResultsThe Challenge

I took on this Indian restaurant during the 
pandemic in May 2020. I’d never run a kitchen 

and had no idea what I was doing. The PWB 
team helped me through all of this. The brand 
operations manager even helped me rejig my 

kitchen layout for best practise. Partnering 
with PWB was the best decision I’ve ever made. 

I wouldn’t have gotten this far without them .  

Suresh
Owner

“

”

Prior to becoming the owner of 
Queen’s Kitchen, Suresh was 
working as a contractor in  IT and 
had no experience in running a 
restaurant apart from his love of 
Indian food. The weekend trade 
kept the restaurant busy but 
week days were a challenge. As it 
was performing well on UberEats, 
Peckwater Brands reached out
with the concept of Virtual Brands.

Queen’s Kitchen had serious 
competition in the area but after 
finding a market gap, we have 
successfully launched 3 brands. 
Our operations team audited 
the existing kitchen and made 
contributions to the layout that 
have also helped Suresh improve 
the service for this dine-in 
customers.

peckwaterbrands.com

Marketplace
Average Rating

4.3

Monthly Average
Added Revenue

18,651
Month on 

Month Growth

29%



 

 

Ritto’s Restaurant
Case Study

The Solution

The ResultsThe Challenge

I was optimistic, but after working with and 
trying the productas well as experiencing 
the service I couldn’t be happier. Now I’m 

doing it, I love it. The concept is genius! 
I have no doubt that PWB will be in 

thousands of locations in no time at all. 
     Dino

Owner

“

”

Ritto’s was looking to increase 
their sales. They also wanted to 
try something new and could see 
fried chicken was popular. 
They specialise in beef and grilled 
chicken burgers and deep fried 
chicken wasn’t part of their remit. 
With lack of resource for menu 
development, partnering with 
PWB allowed them to expand into 
other types of cuisine.

Having audited Ritto’s own 
operation we introduced Brands 
that maximised their kitchen 
space as well as usage of their 
existing ingredients which have 
helped Ritto’s reduce wastage.  
The team was most impressed 
with the quality of PWB food and 
are now also running our brands in 
their sister site.

peckwaterbrands.com

Marketplace
Average Rating

4.5

Monthly Average
Added Revenue

13,178
Month on 

Month Growth

11%



 

 

Hanworth Kebab House
Case Study

The Solution

The ResultsThe Challenge

I give Peckwater Brands a 10 out of 10. If 
you’re already in the shop why not make 

more money from your existing cost base. 
I now have to hire more staff because of 
how how well it’s gone and that’s a good 
problem to have. If I can do it, you can!!!

      Bahri
General Manager

“

”

Bahri has 20 years of experience 
in Hospitality so he can recognise 
a good concept when he sees one. 
As with others he found himself 
with under utilised kitchen space 
and a labour margin that could 
be lower if the volume of sales 
was higher. Partnering up with 
Peckwater Brands also allowed 
Hanworth Kebab House to learn 
more about the delivery industry.

We introduced 2 virtual brands 
according to the existing market 
gap in the area and that are 
proven to run well alongside a 
main Kebab cuisine type offer. 
The team was impressed that a 
lot of the ingredients were already 
on their main menu which made 
training easier as well as allowing 
them to launch quicker.

peckwaterbrands.com

Marketplace
Average Rating

4.5

Monthly Average
Added Revenue

13,620
Month on 

Month Growth

16%



 

 

Mexican Restaurant 
Case Study

The ResultsThe Challenge

When I was approached by PWB  they 
estimated an average of 100 orders a week.  

10 months in and we’re receiving 300+,  
increasing my sales by £11k per week. Revenue 

that I’ll be using to refurb my restaurant.For the 
1st time in 5 years I was able to give myself and 

my entire team ‘Mothers Day’ off due to the 
additional revenue PWB has brought in!    

Atanaska
Owner

“

”

With the pandemic putting a halt 
to dine-in customers the need to 
diversify was evident as delivery 
sales couldn’t sustain the costs of 
keeping the restaurant open.
Atanaska also wanted to keep 
their valuable staff in the business 
and make sure they had a fully 
trained team by the time the 
restaurant was allowed to open 
again for dine-in.

We approached Atanaska with 
a set of 3 competitive virtual 
brands that matched the market 
gap in the area, complete with 
staff training and marketing.
Atanaska was very impressed with 
the quality of photography and 
minimal equipment needed. They 
now have four of our brands live.

The Solution

peckwaterbrands.com

Marketplace
Average Rating

4.3

Monthly Average
Added Revenue

59,924
Month on 

Month Growth

23%



 

 

 

 

Fish and Chip Shop  
Case Study

The ResultsThe Challenge

My experience with the company  
is amazing. It’s more like my business 

family now. I feel that during these difficult 
times when people have lost so much 

personally and professionally, opportunities 
like these can really help you to kick start your 

business and with determination and hard 
work you will very soon start working  

towards achieving your goals.
Bhasker Owner

“

”

As a Fish & Chips shop, Bhasker 
knew the potential to capture 
more of the delivery market was 
great but knowing where to start 
was the challenge. When they 
came to know about Peckwater 
Brands they were pleased to learn
about our approach to developing 
the right brands and menus as well 
as how affordable it is to  
start operating.

We phased a launch of three 
brands in what was already a 
competitive delivery market.  
By week 16, Bhasker was already 
delivering an additional £5000 
a week in sales. Their favourite 
part of the launch was the 
commitment of our operations 
team making sure all of their staff 
was properly trained.

The Solution

peckwaterbrands.com

Marketplace
Average Rating

4.3

Monthly Average
Added Revenue

14,799
Month on 

Month Growth

46%



 

 

The Solution

The Results

Sultan Case Study

The Challenge
Mumtaz knew the potential of 
adding a virtual brand for his 
restaurant, his challenge was 
creating the brands and knowing 
exactly how to maximise margins, 
while also continuing to run his 
own restaurant. When he heard 
about Peckwater, with ready-
made, high-quality brands ready 
to drop into any existing kitchen, 
he thought he would give it a try. 

Mumtaz launched with 3 of our 
chicken brands and within 7 weeks 
of being live had already carried 
out 1000+ successful orders.  
For Mumtaz, the best thing is that 
he has the time to focus on his 
own restaurant, but can also reap 
the financial rewards of running 
virtual brands. He just has to 
make the food and can rely on 
Peckwater to manage the rest.  
He trusts the system because he 
can see customers returning day 
after day. 

peckwaterbrands.com

Mumtaz,  
Owner

‘I would really recommend 
Peckwater Brands, it is so 
easy to do alongside your 

business and the team 
are really nice  

and helpful’ 

Manchester

Successful 
Sales to Date

£21,178 

Best  
Weekly Sales

£5.4k
Month on 

Month Growth

17.7%


